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PRICE 5 CENTS

THE ONLY CLIMATE.
than a corporal's guard of gold men.
Judge Adams Goodrich is mentioned as
a possibility to head a Cleveland ticket, That of New Mexico II
No Equnl
Four ont of Five Faver Free
but Miss Hinrichsen thinks the judge is
In the World.
Coinage.
too proud of his reputation to risk it .on
a losing fight.
The climate of New Mexico has for many
The Repiibllrnnft gtnnd No Chance of
"Woman suffrage sentiment," said
years attracted the foremost American
Winning IiiI.h they Adopt Silver,
Miss Hinrichsen, "is steadily growing
climatologists. Such menas Jaynway
Which They Will Not.
in Illinois, Mrs. Altgeld is in favor of
Loom'as, Curtis and Pepper, have sent
moving for a constitutional amendment
patients to various parts of the territory
of attempting to secure only a
"The Chicago papers are greatly mis- instead
and doubtless other great eastern pract
secured
taken when they chum that the silver partial victory such as might be
itioners, will follow their example.
by legislative act. Theconstitution limits
sentiment is dying ont in Illinois," reThe climate is superior to that of Cal
suffrage
by the word 'male' and
marked Miss S. T. Hinrichsen, stale
ifornia, there can be no doubt; and
the battle w ill be to have the word
of Illinois, at the Windsor hotel
some of the best informed and most
stricken out. The legislature can grant
yesterday. "I think lam acquainted
prominent physicians in that state are
he franchise only as applying to the
with the sentiment of the state and.I besending patients to New Mexico. No
election of. officers not named in the
lieve that four out of live voters in Illiwell informed physicion who has .paid
constitution."
nois are advocates of the free coinage of
any attention so climatology will main
Miss Hinrichsen says the merely tain for a moment that California is sup
silver at the ratio of 16 to 1. In traveling through the state one meets with fashionable element among the women erior and eastern climutoUniftH hne
persons everywhere who are wearing are opposed to equal suffrage, but the recognized for many years that patients
silver badges. The rural press is the educated ones demand equal rights with from the Atlantic cast required a dry.
power in Illinois and is almost a unit for men. They base their elainies on the inland climate.
argument that conditions have changed
silver.
The conditions which make New Mex
"Many republican members are hi and social relations are such that wom- ico superior to other localities, are its dimelallists, and in Illinois a biinelallist en should posses the ballot to protect versity of altitude. No other country
The German ele- in the world presents these features so
means one who advocates free coinage of her own interests
Catholic priests, distinctly developed and within such
Roman
ment
and
the
silver at the ratio of 16 to 1."
Miss Hinrichsen's brother, W.H. Hin formerly opposing equal suffrage, have contracted areas. In addition to these
richsen, in chairman of the democratic largely changed their views, and women features New Mexico presents a most
state central committee and is secretary of the working classes are becoming wonderful variety of scenery, almost all
of stale alt lie present time. He was a more deeply enlisted in the cause as the of which 8 strikingly peculiar to herself
prominent ligure in the recent silver argument advances, although labor and for this reason, she is novel and
convention which placed the democracy leaders arc divided on the subject. In interesting to people of other climates
of Illinois squarely on record in favor of the meantime the managers of the re
Invalids therefore, who come te these
sitting
are
in
state
the
publican
party
It.
parts are not so prone to suffer from that
is
silver.
claimed that President
and general depression
Cleveland threatened dire vengeance on on the fence waiting to see which way
democrats u ho took part in the move they may jump to secure the greatest of spirits which is so characteristic of
of votes for their party.
them elsewhere.
meiil, but many members of the party number
The'atmosphereof New Mexico is pure
Speaking of Governor Altgeld, Miss
threw off their allegiance to the dictator
aiid showed their patriotism by standing Hinrichsen said : "The governor is a because it is arid. The germs of disease
his convictions, are almost without exception, vegetable
follows
by the sentiment of their party in the man who
he
in
incurs the most organisms and require for iheir develop
doing
so
although
slate. .Miss Hinrichsen says the silver
ment a humid medium. The atmosphere
convention was the largest and most bitter enmity. He isa tender-hearte- d
enih 'Mia-uip.ilitcal gathering that has man and has been accused of excessive of the Atlantic coast and the Mississippi
liecn wi. nested in Springlieid for many use of the pardoning power. The fact is Valley is heaviiy loaded with moisture
' years.
that he has not issued as many pardon and the same is true to a less degree of
do
"If the republicans
not declare as other governors, in proportion to tin1 California. These mituile disease germs
plainly for silver, they are lost in lili sime. The governor does what he develop prodigiously inlhe inoisi regions,
t
while in New Mexico they quickly lose
thii.ks is right. He is an equal
nois," luid the vifiior.
of
women
to
number
a
appointed
their vigor, dry np and die, jusi as
and
has
Miss Hinriclisen continued that a
vegetation dies on the riches.
ollice.
of
deal
is
interest
great
developing in
Among the most favorable features
the election which U to bo held in the
'He is a man who cannot be driven
eigh een h cotigr 8 oral district to fill a but can be moulded like wax when his of this climate are its invigorating and
vaca cv occasioned hv the death of the sympathies are aroused. His idea i stimulating qualities. People who go
republican mcinlier froii ilia; district that a prison should he a place of re from north to south in a moist country,
iuvaribly suffer exhausiing enervation ;
The democrats will make the light oi formation instead of a place of p.ini-- n
free hilver, and it
aimed the rcpuhli ment. The fanners nv ngain-i- i tli but they can come to New Mcxicoduring
it lea it, nine out of twelve months of the
catio will liud it diilicult to muster mor gouTi.or." Denver Time.'.

SILVER IN ILLINOIS.

'

home-sickue-

e
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year and be thoroughly stimulated and
rejuvenated. This brings about, in almost every case, improvement in the individual's condition. In many eases the
improvement is permanent and almost
without exception, unless people arrive
in the last stages of disease, they are
benefitted. This marked improvement
in the condition of invalids who come to
New Mexico, has caused the conclusion
that this country is admit ably adapted
to the treatment of persons who require
special surgical operations.
Many invalids who require'surgieal op.
erations which endanger life, have
their chances of resovery materially enhanced by coming to this invigorating
climate to have the operation performed
and our cool nights will give them relief from many hours of oppression,
while they are compelled to lie abed.
Moreover the
which
produce suppuration and surgical blood
poisoning, are vegetable organisms and
a degree of asepsis can here be obtained
which would be an absolute impossibility in the eastern cities. .
The natural condition are sufficient to
make the most favored localities of New
Mexico surgical, as well as medical, sanitaria of world wide fame."
micra-orgnais-

WEEKLY CROP REPORT.
tioort KaliiB hII Over the Country -- Crops
Looking Fine.

The past week has been moderately
cool with partly cloudy weather. Frequent showers have occurred and in a
few caes accompanied by hail, which did
some.dauiage.
The frequency of rain has made it difficult to harvest crops of grain and
alfalfa. Corn has grown rapidly and is
looking very well. Fruit of all kinds is
in splendid condition and the yield of
apples will be very large.
.The stock ranges are in the best possible condition and in many places a good
crop of gramma grass can be cut for bay.
Stock is in good condition and in a few
weeks will be very fat.
The following extracts from a few of
the reports received at this oliice will be
found of
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Las Vegup.rfDr. F. H. Atkins. This
week also has been damp, therefore crops
are maturing rather slowly. There lias
been some damage to a! fulfil from
it
excessive moiature. Irrigated crops ate
exceptionally fine this inoist season.
Las Cruces.
New Mexico Agricul.
College. The weather has been somewhat cloudy and 'uiiforinly warm. We
had light ruins, but no hard winds. Plums
are not making so rapid growth, as they
are now maturing. Grapes arc ripening,
some varieties give indication of being
troubled with black rot.
Moncro. D.
W. Caldwell. Crops
have made excellent progress during the
past week. The poluto crop will be
better t htm was expected. Oats
te-- ai

and other small grains are being harvested.
Orate, E. M. Cosner. The week has
been a cool, cloudy and wetone. Wheat
in the low level places is so tall that it
is being lodged by the light finds which
strick it. Corn is very backward, in
fact, we are having t(H much rain.
Hunches de Taos. A. Gusdo f. And
still it rains! Retarding haying and
not doing much good to crops. We.
have bad about enough for a while.
On the "ih we bad a hail storm which
lasted alwut two minutes, the hail stones
lieing very large, did some damage in
places, although the area affected was
not large. If the rains would now cease,
wheat andoat8 would le ready to bar- vest in ten or fifteen days.
Rincón. C. II. Raitt. The week lias
been warm and some cloudy, with an oc
casional light shower. The teniMci-iurhas been remarkably uniform, particularly at night. Plant growth of every
kind has been very good.
Santa Fe. U S. Weather Bureau.
The part week has been very favorable
for the growth in the county. Corn in
splendid condition. Frequent showers
make harvesting slow and diflicuU.
Springer. D. Coitghlin. Generally
cloudy and warm with frequent showers.
Heavy rain and hail on the 10. h doing
considerable damage to garden truck,
which had attained excellent headway
under the influence of the refreshing
e

interest:

sliowers.

Uernalilo. Brother Gabriel. Heavy
thunder and lightning with high wind
and rain on the 6th and 8th, doing some
damage to crops, causing them to "lodge
down." Apples, this season are very
large in this locality, some measuring
twelve and one-ha- lf
inches in circumfer

to that effect from the other side of the
line, . The ranges are covered with such
a line coat of grass thai in the desire to
caiuioo has been
get something to eat,
thrown to the wiudo and infecied cattU
have bqejil brought in by the wholesale.
who lives
A cattleman of large pjssiM.-uo.tslightly east of the quarantine line was
in Fort Worth Tuesday and reponed
that until he took steps to slop it he had
lost aliout !100 yearlings through Texas
fever. He said: I was given a remedy
for Texas fever by an old Dutchman
who, when the balance of the cattlemen
were losing lots of cattle, never lost a
single one, and I have demonstrated to
mv own satisfacion that it is a success.
As a result of driving in a lot of Souih- ern cattle, my natives had the lever bad,
butriiiHM I'liave used this remedy I have
no lo.tt one. h is very simple and
cheap. Take some old barrels mid saw
them half in two and bury them about a
foot deep in different parts oí t lie pasture.
Fill the. ii vvuli suL and p it. in a in. id

i,

s

entic quantity of sulphur. Then pour
turpentine over the whole, mixing it
thoroughly. You would mu iirudy snp-pothat the turpentine woiild prevent,
them from eating the sub. b it. m lids
you would Iih mistaken. I put out -- 00
pounds of suk in my pasture tixei mac
way, and i: was every bit. gone in t .vo
days. Tnese were range ca.;!e, mind
you, and so far as 1 know bail never
tasted salt, but they fought to get a
chance at those tubs. The object in
burying the tubs or half barrels is to
keep them from being turned over.
You can tell your readers that if they
will try this plan they will mi. lo.--s any
cattle from Texas fever."
It is well known thai, siilpln-- fed to
cattle will rid them of the common lice
and keep litem free of ilieni.
it will lie
interesting to know if it is u fact iliat
sulpher and lurieiiline will hd rattle of
the fever lick and keep them free.
There is plausibility in the liorv because
the fever is first noticed in the urine and
in affecting the urinary organs and
also that turpentine acts promply on the
organs. It is lo lie hoped liui Midi a
simple and easily applied remedy and
preventive may lie found. S.ock .1
se

r

I

Watrous. Dr. E. J. Pring. Hail
storms have leen frequent, but doing
very little damage to standing crops
William F. Lnrenz enierlaine.l a numThe temperture ha been nnnsuallv low ber of his friends at his
home Thursday
and cropi are suffering from too much evening in honor of Miss
Eita Ashcn-felte- r,
rain.
Bert Gilbert and S;ewnn Tin um.
The evening was spent most phisenily
Texan Fever Prevented.
ence.
and a midnight repast was not leat of
Engle. E. J. Westervelt. This week
"As a result of the bringing in of nu- the entertainment
provided. There
has been cool and dry ou the plains, but merous bunches of cattle from Mexico,
were present Misses Lida .Mcintosh,
there has been thunder storms, in the South and East Texas and Louisiana,
Bessie Hood, Belle Eckles, Ella Ashen- mountains nearly everyday.
Texas fever has been introduced in a feher, Anna
Aashenfelter,' Alice liailey,
Gallinas Springs. J. E. Whitmore.
number of Counties' of Texas, south and Joan Warren, Messrs.
Vic Culbertson,
The past week has been very favorable east of the quarantine line in this state Will
Rivers, llert Gilbert,
Norman
for corn and all other crops and grass on and east of the line
in the Indian Pronger, Strwart Tatum,
R.
Hicks,
J.
ranges lias not been so good since 1880 . j Territory. Reports have also been made
and G. 0. Smitn.
"

,

I
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ITEMS OF INTEREST.
Newsy Notes of Happenings
Local.

Purely

A

Which

GrlKt of Readable

Paragraphia
Should Not be Overlooked
1V Our Itruclci'H.

Business men reports trade na unusually brisk.
Steve Uhle has purchased the King
projierty on Broadway street and contemplates the erection of a fine two
story business block.
,

Postmaster Skelly is pushing the
work of repair on his business block and
will soon have the remaining rooms
ready for occupancy.
Quite adeal of alfalfa in Grant County
was badly damaged by the floods but the
crop of gamma grass which has sprung
up will more than compensate.
Max Schutz will shortly commence
the erection of a large warehouse on the
corner lot immediately below the Pioneer corral. Such a building has been
made necessary by his rapidly increasing business.
The mare and colt supposed to have
taken by the murderer of J. A.
Smith was found this week by Deputy
Sheriff M. Q, Hardin wandering on the
range near Separ. It is a question now
whether the murderer took the animals
at all and there appears to lie no due to
his whereabouts.
lK-e-

Judge Bunt ?! has set the Raymond-Ascarat- e
contest case for shrievalty of
Dona Ana county, for the second day of
next term of court at Silver City, being
September ürd. The case was before
him, in chambers at. Santa Fe, Judge
Newcomb appearing for Bayinond, Judge
Fall for Ascarate.

II. II. Hetts is collecting poll tax for
the present year and has made good collection, so that quite a neat sum will be
netted for the public schools. Thecause
is a worthy one and while the amount
contributed by each citzen is small, in
the aggregate it is considerable and can
be used to a good advantage in the
maintainance of the schools, in which
every person has a just pride.
A dance was given in Neweomb Hall
Friday evening in honor of I'Mwanl La e,
the well known cattleman of P.ear Creek
who left Monday for his home in
Mo., where he went .to enter the
real estate business with his brother.
Mr. Lane has been identified with the
cattle interests of Grant County for the
past and for the past four years has lieen
foreman of the Hawkins' ranch. Quite
a large number of Ins friends assembled
to do him honor and a very enjoyable
evening was spent.
e,
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A substantial breakwater has been
constructed at the foot of Bullard street
a short distance in front of the old Benton house.
Mrs. A. J. Loomis was severely bitten
Friday by a vicious dog owned by a Mexican. Marshal Cantley immediately
visited the house where the dog was kept
for the purpose of killing it and the brute
made a vicious lunge at the olllcer, who
fired and wounded and afterwards killed
it. Mrs. Loomis' injuries are not at all
serious.
The Enterprise announcement that a
special term of Grant County would be
held is totally incorrect, as no term will
be held until the regular one on the
third Monday in November. The
United States court convenes here on
Monday, September 2nd, aud the court
otlicials will go to Dona Ana County for
court by the third Monday.
Some necessary changes are being
made in the court house preparatory to
the coming term of United States Court.
The bench will be placed in the north
end of the room, and much additional
room provided for spectators, while the
space for the members of the bar and
ollicial will not 1 materially curtailed.
The acoustic properties of the room will
lie much better by the new arrangements
and the conveniences much greater.
Kolert Black is doing the work.
Sheriff Shannon accompanied by his
deputies Doc Warren, Daniel C. Hohart
aud Col Richard Hudson came in Sunday with nine United Stales prisoners
from Dona Ana County jail, who have
been transferred to this county by order
of the court. One was H. H. Hansberg
wanted for defrauding the goverment at
Hanslierg ibis county, who escaped
from the county jail here about one year
ago but was afterwards captured in Dona
Ana County. Kadi guard was a walking arsenal ami the eight meek and lowly chinaman looking scared
to death,
evidently thinking they had fallen into
the hands of a vigilence committee.
The guard were loaded, but with ammunition.
The manadas proceedings brought by
Sheriff Shannon against
he Board of
Commissioners to determine whether
the money paid in on tin- Uerg and
Whi. chill judgements shntild go in o the
current. ex:ic:ice fii.nl of the presentí
year or lie applied lo the accrued iiidel
of past years. Toe hearing was
had In fnre Judge Bant, at Chambers,
J. S. Fielder appearing for the plaintiff
and District Attorney Harlee for the
County. The Court ruled that the
money should be applied to the expenses of the present year and the effect
will lie that accounts approved bv the
board can be paid and the county not
run behind. Thus far about '.2,000.
I have been paid on the judgments.

3

The stockmen of the county are
of wholesale illegal branding.
The local lodge of Odd Fellows is gaining rapidly in membership, twelve applications having acted upon within the
past few weeks.
At a meeting of the board of school
trustees for Silver City held Monday the
following teachers were elected for the
ensueing term, principal Miss Koehler,
assistant Miss Jettie Gaddis, Grammer
department, Miss Black, intermadiate,
Miss Mary Agee, primary, Miss Belle
Eckles. School will
September
2nd, and prospects for a successful term
were never more encouraging.
n

SHAK! WE'RE

W

ÍN-I-

liiuifiii.

T

up to our eyes making ICR
CREAM and CONFECTIONERY. Fresh Candy
every day and Ice Cream
all the time. Call and see
us. Next door to the ex-

press oflice.
C. C.

WIIITEIIILL.

Fargo's $2.50

I

-

...Shoes...
C. H. FARGO & CO. mfrs.
t.a-20- 0

For Sale

MARKET

T.

CHICAGO

by

C.C.Shoemaker.
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John Braga w from Georgetown was in
Sigmund Lindauer, theDemiiig popu
list leader, came up to the metropolis the chy Friday. He reports fine grass
Friday.
on bis range near Georgetown.
Mention of People You Do and Do
S. AV. Uurdick makes a specialtv of
Mrs. Putson and Mrs. Bralnn have
Not Know.
Tini-mgone out on the l.rahni ranch lo spend a Sunday dinners and suppers at the
house. The tallies are supplied
few davs.
with the best in the marke .
Other IiitxreHtliig Mutter Which Can He
Canary and Mocking birdcages the
P. J. Bennett editor of Sierra County
With. Profit Ky All Our
only complete line in the city at. Robin Advocate was in the city last week and
Townspeople.
son's.
made Tim Eaoi.k a visit.
J. M. Wallace ret imed last. Fr day Irom
Miss Koehler and Eugene Warren rea visit east. He will goto linibstone turned Sunday from their 'trip through
Homo Made candy at Win. Rose's.
theeHstern and New England states.
J. N. Upton was in the city last week. Arizona.
Miss
lias
been
Cusió
Upton
visiting
G. 0. Smith was in the city last
her sister .Mrs. James fc. 1'ieliler lor a
week.
few davs.
M.II. Twoincy is in town from White
Bring your job work to Tiik H.uii.k of
Signal.
fice. It will Utdone neatly, proiuptlyaud
Fresh candies every day at Martin at reasonable rates.
Mailer's.
Fred Winters, the Santa Fe ollicial at
loMike Downs was in the city last week Hudson, was in thecity last week, taking
for a few days.
in the sights.
James Mackey was in from the MimNo Chinese help employed at
BREs
bres last week.
house. A
American cook
is
in
of
charge
kitchen
and
din
the
the
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
ing room service is excellent.
Dr. B.' C. Gilbert and wife returned
Charles Whiteman was in town a few
from their wedding trip to Denver last
days last week.

PERSONAL

PALAVER.

er

Kl

GILLETT & SON

are temporarily
cated in the old

tirst-clas-

MEN

Wedi.c.-day-

George Lincoln was down from Tinos
Altos last week.

Best Kansas patent flour for sale at
martin aianer s.
Baylor Pope was in from the Mangas
last Uhuesday.
Col. Dick Hudson came down
Santa Fe last Tuesday.
ic Lulbertson was in
week from the Sajiello.

from

the city last

Don't read vour neighbor's paper but
BiiusiTiue lor 1IIK ,AGI,E.
Miss Ida Hooker, of the Mangas, visit
ed friends here last week.

76 STORE, two

.

W. II. Durkee was in town last Mon
day from Lone Mountain with some
very fine fruit.
The only place to get fresh home
made candy in Silver Cuy is at Win.
Rose's, next door to Aluahm's barber
shop.
Editor Sheridan of the Enterprise is
having a neat gravel walk put down in
front of his block.
Muses Mav and Jettie Gnddis left
Thursday for an outing on (he Stockton
ranch near the Frisco river.
Beautiful lincof Suits at the TemCent
Store. To make room for n w goods, we
offer clothing at 75 cents on the dollar.
Marshal E. D. Hall was in the city
last week making arrangements for the
coming term of U. S. Court.
George W. Miles came up irom bis
Rincón home Friday evening to attend
to some business matters here.
0. C. Hinman has the sole agency for
this section for the America Refrigerator
the liest made. Satisfaction garauteed.
Bert Gilbert, after a two month's vacation with his parents here, returned to
West Point Monday morning. It will be
two years lief ore he returns i ml ihen it
will lie as an otlicer and graduate.

blocks below

ourior-m-

er

place oí tosi- -

Until FURTHER NOTES
we

will

sell

CANNED

Tom Stockton was in the city last week
irom Ins ranch on the Gila.
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
J . R. Reynolds of Las Vegas spent a
lew days in the city last week.
in cases to CONSUMERS at
Con Whitehill keeps fine, fresh candy.
iicAi uuur io me express oince.
cost, These geeds were in
Miss Maud Knuckey of Georgotoivn is
visiting friends in Silver City.
T. F. Conway, esq., who lias been sethe basement which was
riously ill, is improving rapidly.
Ice cream every day at Con Whitehill's,
flooded with water, bat are
next door to the express ollice.
Geo. Miles came up from bis ranch at
not damaged in the least.
Rincón for a few days last week.
Henry Rosenberg was absent last week
on a business trip to the Mogollona
John Biiockmax, Pres.
Tilos. F Coxway, Vice Pres.
J . W. Cahtkii, Cashier
Gasoline stoves.Ice cream freezers and
3539.
Poultry nettings at Robinson's.
Miss Mildred Brahm returned from
her visit to Mogollón last Saturday.
E. G. Simmons of New York city was
in town last week on mining business.
SILVER CITY, N. M.
Baxter Bishop has been out on the
CAPITAL $50,000.
Mimbres resting up for several days.
SURPLUS $14,000. '
Advance
made
on
Gold
and
Silver
Bullion.
Fon Rent. Nice Furnished rooms inquire of.
DEPOSITS SOLICITED.
Mrs. J. E. Kimiukm.
EXCHANGE FOR SALE.

The

Site

City National Bank
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M. W. Porterfield is expected back
George Roberts, a prisoner from Dem- from
his eastern trip within a few days.
of
charge
The territorial commission, having in ing, confined in the jail on a
away
walked
to
kill,
was a delightful shower Monday
with
There
assault
intent
charge the holding of the Fourth nationhorse
a
on
getting
and
night
Sunday
afternoon
and small flood in
al irrigation congress, in Albuquerque,
is doing excellent work and the congress, which has apparently been arranged for,
Mexias far as attendance and utility are con- started towards Deming and the
IIanover,which suffered badly from the
discovered
and floods has resumed its wonted industry
was
escape
The
line.
can
cerned, bids fair to be a great success.
Much judicious advertising is being Sheriff Shannon brought back his man and heavy shipments of iron ore are be
done, by the commission, especially in and lodged him in jail again about one ing made regularly every week.
eastern Colorado, Utah, Kansas, and o'clock in the morning, having found him
Nebraska papers and the newspapers in riding about ten miles below town.
New Mexico are giving the' enterprise Roberts had proven a very exemplary
prisoner and had been promoted to a
noble support.
About forty prominent citizens of Col- "trusty," but he took advantage of the
for
orado, Utah, Wyoming, Kansas and Ne- confidence reposed in him to arrange
swore he
He
effect
escape.
his
and
lieen
have
the
invited to attend
braska
congress and deliver addresses appro- would not return with Sheriff Shannon
priate to the matters before it, and while but the sight of a six shooter changed
it cannot be expected that all will at- his mind and he will not have another
The Territorial Fair.

tend, some of them will, and as they are
men of national reputation, their attendance will redound to the benefit of the
territory. The presence of regular dele
gates promises to be a good one, and the
low rates already made by the Atchison,
and to be made by the Denver & Rio
Grande, bid fair to attract large crowds
of sight-seeand of farmers and others
who are desirous of a change in location
The territorial exhibits will, from all in
dications, be the best ever shown in the
territory. No section of the territory
can afford to be unrepresented.
r,

Itnllroad Improvements
The Santa Fe ollicials are making ar
rangements for the extensive improving
of the local branch, between this city
and Doming for the purpose of prevent
ing the expensive washouts which have
been occurring nearly every year.
A contract will shortly be let for 5,000
yards of stone to be taken front the quar
town and used along the road
ry
for the purpose of providing a sort, of a
casenien on each side of the track, protecting the sandy road lied from the ravConsiderable stone
ages of the water.
will also be used in strengthening the

A pecular coincidence happened in
connection with the placing of II. II
I Iansberg, the defrau ing M imbres post
master, in the county jail here Sunday
It was 3.110 o, clock in the afternoon of
1894
August 18t.h,
that Hansberg
crawled out of the jail and made his escape and it was exactly the same minute on the 18th of August, 1895, that he
again entered the doors last Sunday
after an absence of one year. His trial
will be had at the coming term of the
United States Court.
1 1

Alfor.d Abernathy, in custody in Sierra
county, charged with having started the
incendiary fire which almost wiped Lake
Valley out of existence a few months ago,
was brought Itefore Judge Iiantz here
Saturday on habeas corpus proceedings.
John J. Hell represented Abernathy and
District. Attorney llarllee the territory.
Abernathy'8 bail was reduced to $1,000
as the result of the hearing.

to go to Baxter Bishops'
for an ice cold Soda, where
may also be found a fine
stock of Fruits, Confectionery, Cigars, Tobacco,
Stationery and Notions
generally. Books and Periodicals of all kinds.
POSTOFFICE STORK.
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bridges.
Fully f),000 will also be expended in
repairs to the bridges and c.ileri.
Quite a few of the bridges will be takwi
out and the roadbed tilled in, which in
other places small bridges will be convened into culverts. Over $ 10,000 will
be expended in putting thU branch in
shape at once and the contracts will be
let within the next few weeks. The ollicials have wisely concluded that it. is the
better policy to put the road in first cla.-shape at once and for all time raiher
than be expending large sums every
year in repairs.
A dance was given in Newcomb Hall
Saturday by the friends of l'ert Gilbert,
in honor of his departure to regime his
studies at West Point. A large number
of Ins friends assembled lo and an elegant time was had.
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such opportunity.

Winchester Repeating
Rifles
Our Model iSq;

is now used

Shot-Gu- n

by all the most advanced trap

Single

and game shooters.
"

ASK

TOUR

DEALER

Everything that is Newest
kinds of Ammunition are made
Vj

PHUL-umi-

a

Shot-Rifle- s

TO SHOW TOO THIS GUN.

anil Best in Repeating
by the

Arms as well

as all

Conn.
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., Winchester Ave., New Haven,
Cntiiloiruo.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST.
Newsy Notes of Happenings

Purely

Local.
OrUt or Readable Paragraph
Should Not eb Overlooked
IIV Our KeaderH.

There are now twenty-thre- e
in the county jail.

Wlilrh

prisoners

Large herds of cattle are ranging in
the flat below town.
Mrs. J. N. Warner is hack from a
visit to relatives in Indiana.
George Hauser has accepted a position as clerk at the Timmer House.
W. T. Gorman of Allison brought in
some very fine melons and peaches last
Tuesday.

II. L. Pickett, esq., expects shortly to
locate in Salt Lake City, where he will
practice law.
Miss Joan Warren will leave in a few
day for California where she intends
going to school.
Judge Bantz returned to Santa Fe
.Sunday to attend the sessions of the
Supreme Court.
Born to the wife of John Welch on
.August 6th, 1895, at Separ, a baby girl
weighing eight pounds.
Collector A. B. Laird is at present in
New York City, attending to some important business matters.
A large force is at work getting
the
Tremont Hotel in shape by the time the
United States court meets.
A number of Silver City bicyclists
made the run to Hudson Sunday return-in- g
on the afternoon train.
Services at the Episcopal Church,
next Sunday, as usual, by Rev Edward
S. Cross. All are cordially invited.
C. C. Penington, of Hillsboro, was in
the city last Wednesday looking for a
location for a saloon at Pinos Altos.
The board of county commissioners
paid out nearly (3,000 at last Saturday's
meeting, and there are still claims to l
met.
Mrs. McCarty, an esteemed resident
oí leming died last Wednesday of consumption, superinduced by typhiod
fever.
Max Kahler, sheriff of Sierra Countv
was in the city Saturday having come
over with Ahernathy, the alleged incen-

diary.
Probate Clerk E. M. Youneand dauirh- ter, Lillian, left yesterday for a month's
visit to wr. Young's former home in Virginia.
The Morman colonists at Diaz, south
ofDeming, will have a big fair next
month. They have been remarkably
successful with agrilculture.

21,

lift.

A large force of men are putting the
railroad track on Railroad street in good
condit ion and taking means to prevent
future damage.
Newcoinb Hall will be fitted up as an
amusement resort during the coming
winter, and will he provided with a
complete stage outfit.
The Miller residence, which was badly damaged by fire some time an'o, has
been repaired and renovated and is
again ready for occupancy.
The United States record i were
brought up from Las Cruces by District
Clerk Walton Sunday afternoon and
will hereafter be kept here.
S. M. Ashenfelter, esq., of Colorado
Springs made a hurried business trip to
the county seat Thursday, going back to
Coloado the next morning.
The water com mnv has repaired the
damage sustained by the floods and the
people of Silver City are again with an
abundant supply of water.
Mrs. John .1. Bell, her daughter, Miss
Mary and Miss Hattie Whitehill
Sunday from a six weeks outing
at the Whitehill ranch on the Mimbre.
The buildings hack of the National
Bank building are being vacated preparatory to the erection of the new lvninms
block to be occupied by Gillette Sons.

II. H. Belts has the c mtract for furn- ishi: g the International Snielting Com- pany at Ell'a.o, wiih iron ore and lias
,
t'
n;n
In
imuuiig nuiii nun win
iuinn tit ......I.
tui tv I..,..!,....
Mr. lietts expects to ship at least twenty-live
cars per month.
The Lcijinzhy building still remains in
a unsightly and dangerous condition on
Main street and the failure of its owners
to take some steps either towards tearing down or repair is a hardship on
other property owners in the vicinity.
Col. Sam Carpenter has been quite ill
his ranch on the Sapello with his old
i
i
.11 ...i
i
irounie
asinina ano tlor a nine ins chioi-i: tion was serious. lie is now much Ik-- :
ter and will shortly g. into .he (Jila
country in the hope of being benefitted.

at

.

.

The Van smelter will be blown in
again Thursday, after a shut down since
the Hood of July 21st, caused by damage
to the works by water. The mining
prospects of Grant county were never
better and the company in charge will
undoubtedly be able to make a niccess
in operating the smelter.

In pursuance to lh" decision in the
Shannon mandamiH proceed n;.?. the
county commissioners me; Saturday and
placed the mo. 'ey paid in o:i the Berg
judgement in the curre it expense find
and ordered it paid out. Tilt tax lew
Martin Maher has been Imvimr i,; will not be decided upon until a ruling
home property put in shape so that is given in the Laird mainianris case.
future floods from Chloride Flat will not
The big sanitarium at Hudson Hot
sweep through the lower part of hi Springs is going up rapidly and those
yard.
who have been over at the springs say
The jury veniries for the coming term that everything is being done in the
of United States court are boimj eervi d most through manner. The side track
in Grant, Sierra and Dona Ana countv- - at Hudson station is filled earlv all the
eies under the direction of U. S. Marshal time these days with cars loaded wiih
building materials. The sai ilariuni,
Hall.
when completed will be second to none
The range about Silver City is much
in the world.
better than any other portion of the
county and that is saying a whole lot, as
F.
the entire county is covered with mag-- j
nificent grass.
ANT)

Wm.

Lorenz,

FIRE, UFE

The examination of teachers who are
applicants for positions in the public
schools will lie held in this city Friday,
August 30th. The examinations will lie
conducted in the office of the superin-- 1
tendent in the court house.
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DOINGS AT SANTA FE.
Happenings

in

and About the Ancient
City.

Mm. Chief JuHtlee Smith. Cave a Dinner to

the J uh ticen of the Supreme
Court,

Santa Fk, N. M., Aug. 19. The supreme court of the territory continued in
session last week notwithstanding the
fact that Mr. Justice Collier was ahsent
at Albuquerque a portion of the week
hearing the application for a separate
receiver for the Atlantic and Pacific railroad, and that Mr. Justice Bantz was absent a portion of the tiuie at Silver City
making arrangements for holding the
United States court there next month.
While Mr. Justice Collier was at
he denied the application of the
bondholders for a separate receiver for
the Atlantic and Pacific railroad company, hut the application may be renewed
if the matters complained of are not satisfactorily adjusted within a reasonable
time. The decision will keep the Atlantic and Pacific railroad under the man
agement of the receivers for the Athison,
Topeka & Santa Fé and will prevent
for the time being at least, a traflic arrangement between the Atlantic and Pa
cilic and the Denver and Rio Grande.
Mrs. Chief Justice Smith gave a dinner
to the justices of the supreme court of
the territory last Wednesday evening at
which quite a number of notables were
present. Mrs. Smith has made many
friends during her stay in this city audit is rumored that she would not be
averse to coming here to reside.
Col. Pickett arrived here from Silver
City last Monday morning and remained
all the week. He had two important
cases in the supreme court which lie argued during his stay here.
Judge Fall was herefrom Las Cruces
last week on legal business connected
with the election contests in Dona Ana
county. He appears to be confident that
he will win the eases for his clients. The
judgedoesnotappearto.be worried in
the .least concerning the removal of the
United States court from Las Cruces to
Silver City, but there are other residents
of Las Cruces who do. not look at the
matter in so philosophical a light.
Editor Macdonald.of the Sentinel, was
here most of the week entertaining his
friends with recitals of recent happenings in the southern part of the territory
and advancing the interests of his newspaper. He started for home Wednesday
evening but tho train didn't wait long
enough for him to get to to the station
and so he remained until Thursday evenAlbu-querp-
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arrived from Lordsburg last Friday
morning and will remain here with her
parents for the present.
Although the next campaign is some
months ahead, the political pot is bubbling just enough here to remind the politicians that it is in action. There does
not appear to be a great deal of disturbance on the surface, but it is certainly
warm enough to cause those who, either
by accident or design, get their fingers
under the cover to wonder why they
didn't remember that somebody is continually poking the fire that keeps the
political pot in action at the territorial
capital. From present indications it is
near the boiling point and is liable to
boil over at any moment.

ue

ing.;.
Miss Mattie Johnson, who attended the
normal school at Silver City last year,

Our liank Receiver,
Receiver Foster of the defunct Dein-in- g
and Silver City banks has returned
from his vacation, taken at the expense
of the depositors in these banks. It is
reported that he failed to secure an interview with the holder of the lone
share stock who did not pay the eighty-tw- o
dollars assessment. He did find out,
however, that his man was hid in the!
wilds of Vermont, accompanied by an
Indian trailer, and round up that man
and have settlement with him, providing, of course, the fellow does not make
ins escape into jew namsiiire in the
meantime. While east Mr. Foster- attended the first annual meeting of the
Universal Brotherhood of Bank .Receivers, and was elected vise' president for New Mexico. The Brotherhood
a branch of the great
order of Knights of Rest, and its niem-lier- s
will hereafter march in all parades
and participate in all strikes ordered by
the parent order. Before Mr. Foster
went east he promised on return to follow in the footsteps of the Hon. David
now-form- s

Politician Carr and print a statement of
his receipts and expenditures, but the
Brotherhood of Bank Receivers adopted
w
a
forbidding any member giving
any information or paying any dividend,
and as vice president for New Mexico
Mr. Foster feels it incumbent on him to
live strickly in accordance with all rules
of the Brotherhood. Liberal.
by-la-

You can get a copy oi Coin's Financial School free by paying a year's subscription to The Eaoi.e in advance.
Call at the office, leave your subscription and get a copy of the greatest book
on the silver question ever published.
A Noted Mhmtrel.
M. T. Skiff formerly business manager
for W. J. Scanlan, the Irish Comedian,
Buffered with Rheumatism for years
without relief until he bought a bottle
of Drumuiond's
Lightning Remedy.
Two bottles made a well man of him.
There are a thousand remedies for Rheumatism, but none have received the, unsolicited testimonials from prominent
people as shown by Drumuiond's Lightning Remedy. When a cure is wanted
send If5 to the Druinniond Medicine Co.,
48 Maiden Lane, New York, and they
will ship to your express address two
large bottles of the remedy enough for
one month's treatment. Agents Wanted.

BORENSTEIN BROS.
TEN CENT STORE.
Drives in DRY GOODS and
CLOTHING!
Special Bargains in LADIES',
GENTS'
and CHILDREN'S
.

SHOES.
Also a full line of GLASS-

WARE and CROCKERY.
We sell everything CHEAP
FOR CASH.

B. T. LINK,
Proprietor of tho
A)

;i

J"UJi

PEOPLE'S
EAT"

ARKET
Will constantly keep on hand the choicest

Beef, Pork- and Mutton.
-

'Oysters, Fish and Game in Season.
Also a full line of FRUIT.

We solicit your patronage.

nULLARD ST., SILVER CITY, N.

M.
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little cheap notoriety.
Many of the most successful business
men of the county haw already wen
that the refusal to pay interest on the
bonds was a mistake and it will become
more and more apparent to the active
business men of the county as time wears
on. The payment of the interest on the
bonds is being just as honestly fought
by some of the residents of the county
as it is advocated by others, but the
great majority of those who are opposing
the payment of the interest on the bonds
are men who are not in business and
who do not see the lwnd matter in any
other light than that the repudiation of
the lionds will lift $57,000 of indebtedness from the taxpayers of the county
and $46,000 from the taxpayers of the
city of Silver City. They reason that
the county would be $103,000 belter off
if the lionds can lie repudiated. They
have not figured how much it is going to
cost the county to fight the. case and
how much the county is going to lose in
the way of investment (tending a decision
in the case.
It is true that the loss in the way of
investments is not apparent to the great
majority of the taxpayers of the county,
but it is apparent to every resident of
the county who has tried to get capital
to come into the county since I he lioud
agitation commenced. An increa.e of
$200,000 in the taxable valution of the
county would more than pay the interest on the railroad bonds and more than
this amount would have been invested
in the county this year had it not been
for the action taken in reference to the
bonds. Altogether the bond litigation
seems to Tub Eaoi.b to be the most
d
piece of business ever com
menced in Grant, county.
SIL VER MEN TO THE FRONT.
The reports which have been so industriously circulated by the gold standard
men in the east that the silver "craze"
is dying out appears to have liecn a little
premature. Thedemocraticconventions
which have been held recently have been
almost without exception, substantial
victories for the silver democrats who
comprise more than seventy per cent, of
the democratic party. Even in Ohio
the democrats will support a free silver
man in preferrence to supxirting Senator Brice for
The democra

tic county convention at Cleveland last
Saturday passed resolutions opposing
Rrice and favoring the free and unlimited coinage of silver.
This indicates that, the silver sentiment is growing rapidiy in the east and
that there will be a lighting show for
silver next year even in the middle
states. Joseph C. Sibley, who U keep-in- g
posted on the situation, says that
he is satisfied that if a
tie had
on the silver question alone, lxrth New
York and Pennsylvania could lie carried
for free silver.
The only real danger which now confronts the advocates of the free and unlimited coinage of silver is the danger of
a division of silver forces i.ext year.
There is but one chance of winning the
fight and iluit is the chance which is
offered to win it within the rank- of the
democratic party. If the silver men of
the country will unite in the support of a
free coinage democrat, there will lie no
possibility of his defeat, but if the silver
men in the democratic party support one
candidate, the silver men in ihe republican party support another and ihe
support still another, the election
of a republican monoiueiallist w ill lie
assured.
There is time enough yet for the Ml ver
men of the country to get together ami
if they do get together they will sweep
the country from the Allcghenies to thu
Pacific without the loss of a single state.
vote-coul-

THE BOND MATTER.
The Enterprise is doing a little boasting on account of its action in the bond
matter and intimates that it has won a
greatvictory. It prints the resolutions
passed by the board of county commissioners of Santa Fe county in reference
to the railroad bonds of Santa Fe county (after they had been published in
Tub Eagi.k) and taken occasion to say
that the Enterprise has fought the tight
of the people all the time and that it lias
been mainly instrumental in lifting
a
great load from the shoulders of the
people of Grant county, claiming at the
same time that it was the first paper to
call the attention of the people to
the
alleged illegality of the bonds, when in
Ji'ixiiN-- from the number of represenfact, Tub Eaulb was the first paper in
tative men from all parts of the country
Grant county to call attention to the
who were present at the democratic conArizona decision and to print the portion
ference at Washington last week in reof the decision bearing on the important
gard to the silver situation, it may lie
points in the case. At that time Tun
concluded that interest in the financial
üíAolk raised the question as to the legsituation is not flagging in the ranks of
ality of the bonds, but it maintained, as
the democratic party. The
it has ever since maintained, that wheththe country are in favor of the free and
er the bonds should be proven illegal or
unlimited coinage of silver.
not it would be bad policy to refuse to
pay either principal or interest. From
Nkw Mexico may not be admitted to
that position Tub Eagle has not changed
the union at the next session of congress,
an iota, nor does it see any reason
for
but if an enabling act should be passed
doing so now. The fight is far from
there would be no difficulty in finding
being won, as the Enterprise would
residents of the territory who would be
have its readers believe, and a victory
willing to serve the new state in the cafor the taxpayers in the fight in
the
pacity of United States senator,
ft is
courts against the bondholders is a long
said that there aw unite a number of
way off even if the case should termistatesmen who are waiting for the senanate in a victory for the taxpayers in the
torial lightning to strike.
end. The Enterprise should not toot its
horn too loud before it gets out of the
underbrush.
Tub Eaulb has often asserted that the
people of Grant county cannot afford
to
I desire to inform you that having purchased the stock, fixtures
be advertised to the world as a communetc. of Mr. J. A. Kemmis, Watchmaker and Jeweler, I will continue the
of
ity repudators for the small sum which
business at the same plat.
is annually required to pay the
interest
A select line of WATCHES, JEWELRY ETC.
Carried
on the railroad bonds of the county.
make a SPECIALTY of FINE WATCH REPAIRING and will
I
The amount is less than fifty cents per
appreciate a trial and will guarantee satisfaction.
capita per annum and for this amount
Very Truly,
the Enterprise is willing to sacrifice the
credit of the county that it niay gain a
R.
-

pnp-uls-

short-sighte-

YOUR

ATTENTION

J.

PLEASE.

HICKS.

ts

THE EAGLE: WEDNESDAY.
Some of the newspapers find it necessary to make a newspaper case out of
the Weisl murder. In one or two instances the newspapers have tried the
case and rendered a decision in the matter. Out of consideration for the courts,
which we helieve to be the proper tribunals before which to bring cases of
this kind, The Eagle lias presumed to
print nothing more concerning this case
that the facts as they were brought out
at the coroner's inquest and at preliminary examination. We have every
confidence in the ability of the court to
conduct the trial properly and are of the

opinion

that

twelve men can be found in

Grant county who, after having heard
the evidence in the case, will be able to
render a just and true verdict. Attempts to manufacture public opinion in
regard to this matter may not have the
desired effect.

AUGUST 21, 1895.

Senatorial timber is sticking up all
over New Mexico. Some of it is a little
shaky, some is crooked, some is knotty,
some is rotten at the heart, but there is
enough clear stuff to make two senators
who will represent New Mexico in the
senate chamber at Washington with
credit to themselves and honor to their
constituents whenever New Mexico becomes a state.
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Coin's financial series is worth readine.
"Coin's Financial School," "A Tale of
Two Nations" or "Coin up to Date" may
be obtained at The Eagle office free by
paying a year's subscription to Ihb
Eagle in advance. The books sell at 25
cents each.
Reduced Rate

Pharmaceutical

to Denver.

association

Denver

Colo Aug, 14 to 24 1895;
For this occasion Round Trip tickets
will be sold August 11th and 12th for one
lowest first class standard fare. Tickets
The application for a separate receiver be continous passage in each direction
for the Atlantic and Pacfic railroad com- bearing a final limit of August 25th.
For particulars call at depot.
pany was denied by Judge Collier at AlF. D. Kilmer. Agent.
buquerque last week. The decision was
very chilling on the New Mexican's
Teacher, Examination.
scheme for connecting the Atlantic and
ill
is hereby given that thpre
Notice
Pacific and the Denver and Rio Grande
be a meeting of the Board of School Exrailroads by building a line from Santa aminers of the county of Grant, of the
Fe to Albuquerque.
territory of New Mex for the examination of teachers, at the Public School
A pamphlet has just been issued by building, on the thirtieth day of Aug.
1895.
the Bureau of Immigration of this
Each applicant for a certificate should
It will le distributed at the ir be present as early as 9 o'clock a. m.
B. T. Link Supt.
rigation convention at Albuquerque
Miss M. R. Koeiiler.
next month and is expected to do some
Mrs. W. L. Jackson Sec.
good in thé way of calling attention to
Board of Examiners.
ter-litor-

Thkhb days the newspapers are full of
reports of factories being started up in
the east which were closed down for
political effect when the passage of the
wilson tariff bill was contemplated.
Operatives are new getting better
wages than they received under the
McKinley bill and the stuffing has been
completely knocked out of protection.
Republican leaders will have to fight
the campaign of next year on someother
ground than that of protection and as
they have never appeared on any other
battle ground since the war, they will be
placed in an awkward position.

The Enterprise ventures the informa
tion that "In a short time The Eagle
will be wearing Cleveland plumes. "In
this the Enterprise displays the usual
amount of ignorance coupled with its
notorious reputation for inisrepresenta
tion. The Eagle is a bird which never
finds it necessary to wear borrowed
plumes and there is not an instance on
record where this proud bird has ever
condesended to follow the lead of the
cuckoo; nor does it confine its observa
tion to limited horizon beyond which
the crawling things that never rise
above t he surface of the earth never see,

the territory.

Editor Kei.lv, of the Independent
Democrat, has the faculty of keeping the
newspaper men of the territory on the
lookout for his patier. Several of the
Stage Leaves Silver City For
editors have found to their sorrow that
it does not pay to pick a quarrel with Mogollón Every day Except Sunbrother Kelly.
days at 8 a. m.
mineral
rich
are
oh
where,
Where,
Office at Wells Fargo & Co's Exspecimens which were sent from New
Mexico to the World's fair?
press Oflice.

Mogollón Stage Line.

Kxi'UI-hIoi-

i

Rate.

the dates of Juno 1st and
September :Wtli,theAtchison,ToK'kaand
Santa Fe Railroad Co., will sell from
Silver City, round trip tickets to various
eastern and northern points at greatly
reduced rates, limited for return until
October 31st, 1895.
Having recently shortened our time
from Silver City to eastern points, we
are now in position to place our patrons
in Kansas City, St. Louis, or Chicago,
twelve hours ahead of any other line,
our Eating Houses are unequaled, roadbed smooth, and equipment modem.
For further information regarding
ra.es, limits, connections, etc. call upon
Retween

1,

V

II L'ili.i..r

Am.li

Sill'i.r (St.v. Iir

address E. Capeíand, General Agent,
The Dona Ana county election contest at El Paso, Texas.
cases have developed the fact that there
is no law providing for the turning over The
CLARKof county funds by an outgoing treasuier
to his successor fn oflice. It would not
WHITSON-LEITC- H
be amiss for would be legislators to make
a note of this fact and have the defect
remedied at the next session of the leg
islature.

-

MUSICCO.

FLEMING CATTLE CO.

R.

CI

Range :
Fleming and
vicinity.
Postollice

:

Silver Citv,
N. M.

GUADALUPE

BOOT&

SHOE
MAKFR

MENDOZA,
REPAIRING NEATLY
AND
l'KOMl'TLY DONE.
l'rleos reasonable, mid

satisfaction guaranteed.
Shop (in Yankle Street.

Everett
Piano.

It is about time to inquire something
AUlVqVKHQVK, N. M.,
KL PASO, TliXAS,
SOS linilroml Arerui:
Hit San Francifco St.
about the appropriation which was made
for the exhibit from this territory at the
world's fair. Residents of the territory Sell reliable iroods on easv monthly payments.
Can refer to inanv families with whom thev have dealt.
would read a report of this kind with a
Tuning of Pianos in Grant county attended to.
great deal of satisfaction.
Write them for catalogue of nev style Pun.n, Ti

1

1

i
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KELLY USES ADJECTIVES.
The La Crines Dvmuorat Telln Why The
Court Wm Keinovoil.
The last issue oí the Las Cruces In-

dependent Democrat contains the following in reference to the removal of the U.
S. Court to this city ;
The United States Court will be held
no more in Las Cruces; it. lias been
transferred to Silver City by order of
the Supreme Court of the Territory at
Judge Bantz's request. Judge liantz
lives in Silver City, and lie has very
naturally favored his one town and consulted liis own convenience, and we
have not a word of adverse criticism to
utter concerning his action.
Las Cruces has lost the Judgeship of
the District Clerk's office and the
United States Court because of the everlasting and idiotic squabbling that lias
made Dona Ana county a stench in the
nostrils of the people of New Mexico.
There is no peace in this community
from one year's end to another. A few
sordid
win have no polit-icprinciples but make ducks and
uruKusoii anll panics and uojicies for
théiriown personal profit, keep this
'county and particularly Las Cruces in a
disgraceful turmoil with their pestilent
buttering and a peaceable man has
about as much show here as a cat in
Sheol without claws.
rvi...
í uu rvuurLl inas tDeen taken awav mm
Las Cruces because a few pestiferous
politicians have inven the tow n n ti i u I .
odorous reputation, and everything else
will be taken away in time for the same
reason. Any decent public .spirit, that
exists in this community''is smotherd,
choked and silenced bVthe raucous
wrangling
political renegades and
loafers who make politics of their personal envy and malice.
ollice-seeker-

s,

.

linen when one is buying handkerchiefs
by moistening the tip of the linger and
1Í
it
pressing it to the handkerchief.
wets through' at once it is linen, w'.iile if
any cotton enters into iis manufacture
it wi fake several seconds to wet
through the threads. Also in linen the
threads are more uneven than in cotton.
Though contrary to the usual practice,
night air will ventilate a cellar more
thoroughly and cause less humidity than
the hot air of midday . Open the cellar
windows at sunset, and leave them open
until G in the morning, and the air will
be cooler and dryer than if the cel'ar is
closed at. night and open during the day.
The screens or gratings should be so
arranged that the windows can be
opened and closed without moving them.
A new salad is a mixture of ripe tomatoes,
d
egi lettuce and
caviare.. The ingredients are mixed in
the following proportion: Two small,
firm tomatoes to one hard boiled egg,
and the small head that forms the heart
of a hea l of lettuce. Slice the toin itoes,
then the cgJM, a:id lay them on a b.vl o'
lettuce. Kor this quantity une a
of caviare, l'ut it on lop nf the
salad; cover with a
dreeing, and
serve very cold ;
A luncheon without meat co unts of
macaroni croquettes served with a cream
sauce containing grated cheese, green
peas, a salad of watercress with wafers,
jiind fruit; brown and white bread, with
tea, costee or cocoa, complete the menu.
A nutritrious. and very saMsfvinir din
ner without meat uiav consist of puree
of pens, stuffed eggs with cream nance,
new baked potatoes. string Iteans, lettuce
salad with wafers and cream cheese.
fruits and nuts. Raton Range.
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Have
You
Read

Coin's

hard-boile-

Financial
School ?
It sells for 25 cents, but

i

may be had tree by
scribers

to
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who pay a year in
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Which
Shall It Be?

'in-

dispensable bousebold remedies and
should always be kept ut hand. It will
drive away ringworm, and used in moderation, will cure that most painful of all
ailments, a soft corn.
Aluminum is becoming a' favorite
metal for kitchen utensils. It is higher
in price" than tin and iron, but housewives who have used it are delighted
with its satisfactory results. It is less
.heavy and unweildy than the other
metal, lasts as well and is easily kept
bright.
.
Salt laid on a piece of muslin and
spread over the top of a crock of butter
to preserve its flavor often gets into the
butter itself, giving it a "mussy" appearance that is distasteful to the. fastidious. A better way is to inclose the salt
in a bag and then it will be impossible
,',
to scatter it.
Cotton may bo distinguislfed from

sub-
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.Notes for Hoimf kecpum.
Tincture of Iron is one of the most

W

Carriages, etc., placed with local and retail dealers wit h three to six middlemen's profits, or with the old reliable CASH BUYERS' UNION, with only
one small profit above actual factory cost. If you are a money saver there
can be no doubt as to your decision. Write to day for one of our illustrated
catalogues and note the unapproachable bargains we are ollering 30 diller-en- t
style Sewing Machines, ranging in price from $8.00 to $30.00 Ricychs,
all styles and prices, from $10.75 to $75.00. Those of the latter price being
equal to wheels sold by agents and dealers at S 25.00. We show I'M desiuns
in Raby Carriages the latest, the handsomest all new patterns, mupy
direct importations. Ve handle everything under the sun in tha
VEHICLE AND HARNESS LINE. BUGGIES. CARRIAGES. PHAETONS. ROAO WAGONS. CARTS. HARNESS, SADDLES. ETC ,
at prices out of reach of competition.
IN PIANOS AND ORGANS we show an
endless variety, at only 10 per cent, above
actual cost to build. In writing for catalogues, state which to send, us we have a special catalogue for eiu u lino. Address in lull

CASH BUYERS' UNICN,

B 878.

159-1-

W. Van Buren St., CH1CAQO.

ILL.
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LUCKY

ACCIDENT.

Why a Jackstono Maker Turned Hla Attention to I'uzzleg.
As an example of how a remunerative

specialty in hardware forced itself on
a receptive and appreciative Yankee
the following incident will be of interest:
Among manufacturers, says the Iron
Age, small castings are often put in revolving cylinders with pickers or stars
made of cast iron, having usually six
points, the extremes of which are abo it
an inch apart. They are also familiar
to toy dealers, who sell them to children as "jackstones."
The pickers,
together with small castings, are put
into the tumbling barrels so that any
particles of sand adhering may be removed and a better finish given the
castings. A large and
n
New
England concern, which, in addition
to other lines, manufactures screw
wrenches largely, formerly used a
peculiarly shaped malleable iron ferrule with irregular openings at the
two ends weighing about an ounce.
Some of these ferrules chanced to be a
part of the contents in one of the tumbling barrels.
When the barrel was opened the attendant noticed, what to him seemed
almost incredible, that the picker with
all its prongs was inside the ferrule,
the openings of which were comparatively small. The observant mechanic
logically concluded that as it had gotten in it could be gotten out again.
The phenomenon was brought to the
attention of parties who decided to
apply the idea in a puzzle, and the result has been that the original manufacturers are now making the two parts
under contract in ton lots, while the
first order is said to have netted, a profit
to the promoters of seventeen hundred
dollars. This is known on the streets
as the Trilby puzzle.
well-know-

A

SACRED STONE.

It

Served the Onoida Indlnni a a Sacrificial Altar.
n
It is a
fact in history that
the Oneidas, one of the confederation
of the five nations, were the allies of
well-know-

the English, and rendered valuable assistance to the Rritish troops in their
numerous encounters with the French.
They were recogniacd, says the Utica
(N. Y.) Herald, by the various names
of Oneiadds, Oneides, Oneids, Oneya-dcrOneyders, Oneydes, Oneyedas,
Onneydes, Onneydoes, Onyndes,
s
and Oneida. From timo immemorial it has always been their custom
to regard with great solemnity a certain huge bowlder which went, witli
them from one place to another whenever they changed thoir habitations.
The Oneidas were referred to by the
other Indians as the people with the
stone, and they called it onia, oinota
meaning a man who had sprung from
a stone. It was used by those red men
as a kind of sacrificial altar, and in
front of it the sachems held their council fires, celebrated the feasts of the
dead, and worked themselves into a
frenzy of excitement with their war
dances.
The stone stood on tho summit of a
Onye-daun-
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foothill overlooking the valley of the
Oneida creek, and there it remained
unmolested after the Oneidas joined
the federation and long after the
last bold warrior had gone to his happy
hunting ground in the unknown world
beyond this mundane sphere.
The
stone was readily identified, for the
legends of the tribe made known its
history, and Dr. M. M. Ragg, the librarian of the Oneida Historical society, had it removed many years ago to
the Forest Hill cemetery, where it can
yet be seen.

"Any Port In a Storm."
That's a good maxim, but it will not
work as a rule in the purchase of a remedy for Rheumatism. Any of the cheap
nostrums will not effect a cure in fact
none of them will. Get Dr. Druramond's
Lightning remedy, and a speedy cure is
certain. One bottle is worth a hundred of anything else, and for that reason
it is the cheapest when a cure is wanted.
The two bottles sent to any address by
express upon receipt of $5. Drummond
Medicine Co., 48 Maiden Lane, New
York. Agents Wanted.

.rVrnj

VIRGINIA'S SWELLING TOAD.';'
A Queer

Batrarhian That 8trongly
a FlHh.

The wonder of the genus batrachia
and the greatest natural history oddity
to he found along the Atlantic coast of
the United States is the swelling toad,
c
a
creature known to naturalists as hufomachalatus. It is occasionally met with from New York city
to Jacksonville. Fla., but is most common along the coasts of Virginia, Maryland and North Carolina. When in its
natural state the "swell toad"' is about
the size of a large bullfrog, but looks
more like a fish than it does like either
a frog or a toad. He is about six inches
in length and has the curious faculty of
being able to swell to the size of a
Yale football, in which state his legs,
tail and head are scarcely visible. Irritation appears to be the chief factor in
causing these curious creatures to inhale air until they swell almost to
bursting.
The bellies of both the
males and females are nearly pure
white and are covered with spines
which give that portion of their anatomy the appearance of a
d
"jimpson" burr. Persons who understand the "swell toad," and know what
an irritable little rascal he is, catch
him and rub the spines on his belly until he swells up until he is utterly helpless. Another curious point about the
creature is that as long as he is kept on
his back he is unable to expel the air
so as to reduce the swelling.
semi-aquati-

well-ripene-

Do You Want a Good Ranch.
A first class ranch in the vicinity of
Aztec San Juan Co., N. M., offered at a
bargain. Farm tools and stock included.
Sheep taken as part payment. If you

mean business, The Eagi.k, Silver City,
N. M., is prepared to give you a bargain.
AVrite now for particulars.
If In Search of a New Herniation,
Try the effect of a mud bath at Las Vegas
Hot Springs, New Mexico. Other forms
of baths may le had there, all especially
beneficial in rheumatic troubles and diseases of the blood. The cool, dry, tonic
air of this resort is just the thing for
tired nerves, and there is nothing so
restful as New Mexico sunshine, esjK'ci-all- y
when supplemented by such fine
service as is given at the Hotel Montezuma, reopened June 20. This famous inn
cannot !e excelled anywhere in the
Southwest.
Round-tri- p
excursion ticketson sale to
Las Vegas Hot SpringB from .principal
points. Reached only over the Santa Fe
Route. For illustrated pamphlet and a
copy of "Land of Sunshine, address G.
T. Nicholson, G. I. A., Monadnock
building, Chicago.
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J GANDARA.
AND

SILVERSMITH.

Counie of the Mlxaourl.
Jewelry Made to Order Repairing
Michael Vincent, a professional enNeatly Done.
gineer and draughtsman of Onawa, la.,
has had the happy thought to plot the
PRICES REDUCED.
course of the Missouri in 1804. as laid
down in the manuscript journals of Satisfaction (Sua ra n teed.
Yuiiklo St. SilverO'lty. X. M.
Lewis and Clark, at least for tho Iowa
portion of the river. A few blue prints
of this map are in private circulation.
The plotting possesses an extraordinary
L.
interest and no small hydrographic
value, inasmuch as it includes the
United States survey of 1853 and the
county survey of April. 181)4, and thus Ricycles, (uns and Revolvers
exhibits the changes in the stream at
Promptly Repaired.
two intervals of approximately forty-fiv- e
Untes Reasonable.
years. The antics of this mighty
Yioikli! St. Silver City. X. M.
river in alluvial soil are almost incredible, one who should attempt to follow
literally in the track of Lewis and
NO FUN ABOUT IT
Clark in their ascent of the Missouri
would have frequently to convert his
pirogue into a "prairie schooner." The
E.
tendency of the river on the whole at
BOOT AND SHOEMAKER.
this particular point has been to
you faithfully. In the limn run.
straighten inself, and Iowa has been youI promise
sliull save half your money, by liavlnR
your
work
neatly
of
gainer
anil promptly (lone to suit
operation
the
the
at the ex- yourself, K. ROSKXItKUO'S
tit
pense of Nebraska,
.
N. M.

J. SMITH,

General Repair Shop.

ROSENBERG,

Sllvt-rC'ty-
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STUPID

SUPERSTITION.

WKMKKIM Y.AlUM ST Ll,

In view of these facts.
neoplt; ar.i beginning to understand the
g
value of trees as
and

Still Bife in Rural Districts of England
and in Spanluli Towns.

disease-absorbin-

In Somersetshire the peasants have
agents. Naturally this
the play of maleficent leads to the question as to what trees
influences, says the Academy. The pig are best for protection against disease.
that falls ill and dies was "overlooked."
On Long Island and in New Jersey
A murrain "aiilicts a farmer's cattle," there are localities surrounded
and
and off he goes to the "white witch," hemmed in with pitch pines which are
that is, to the old witch finder, to learn famed for their curative qualities in
who has "overlooked his things," and consumption, and the pines are thus
health-givin-

g

no doubt as to

to ascertain the best antidote, "because
they there farriers can't do no good."
A child pines away with some mysterious, wasting sickness, which the
Tipperary peasants, as shown in the
recent falsely called "witch burning"
case, believe to be the work of fairies
in substituting a "changeling," but
which the Somerset woman refers to
the act ion of a witch who has cast a
fatal glance upon the, victim.
Often she gives up not only hope, but
all effort to save the child, the consequent neglect, of course, hastens the
expected result and then it is: "Oh I I
know'd very well he wouldn't never
get no better. 'Thin' no good for to
strive vor to go agiu' it." This is no
fancy, no isolated case, but here in the
last decade of the nineteenth century
one of the commonest of everyday
facts.
While in England the belief is mostly
confined to rural districts in more backward countries, as Spain and Italy, it
flourishes in the large towns. In Na
ples the appearance of a person having
of a jetiatore is the signal
the
for a general stampede, and Mr. El-- 1
worthy amusingly relates the fright
which he unwittingly gave a secondhand bookseller in Venice when asking
about a copy of Valletto's "Cicalata
sul Fascino." On hearing the last
words of the title "the man actually
turned and bolted into his inner room,
leaving the customer in full possession
of his entire stock."' l'io Nono was believed to have the jcttatore and the
faithful, when seeking his blessing,
protectively pointed two fingers at him.

indicated as valuable surroun lings in
pulmonary complaints. It would seem
reasonable to suppose that trees having
the largest leaves and the most of them
would be the best for this purpose, as
iiu'ii trees would undoubtedly have the
most absorbing power. We have seen
the eucalyptus tree mentioned as of
special value as a purifier of the atmosphere.
Prima lion-i- t and Clergyman.
In the "Life of Karl von Gerok," a
man distinguished as a poet and as a
minister of the Oospel, an incident is
riven which illustrates not only his
'cindly spirit but his quick wit:
He was one day walking in Stuttgart,
carrying an umbrella.
At the same
lime the prima donna of the Stuttgart
opera troupe was tripping along the
ddc'.valk,
without that protection
:igain:;t the weather.
Suddenly rain
began to fall, and Ilerr von Gerok
offered the lady the shelter of his
umbrella. Though entire strangers to
each other, they had a pleasant chat.
After awhile the reverend gentleman
remarked:
"May I venture to ask your name?"
"It is plain to see that you never go to
the opera," answered the lady; "everybody knows that lam the leading singer
at the Court theater. Now it is my turn
to ask to whom I am indebted for the
protection of an umbrella."
"Your question clearly proves that
you never go to church," was the reply,
"for all religious people know that I
am the chief pastor of this town."

TREES AND HEALTH.
Wooded Countrlca lire Comparatively Free
from DlHoaseit.

It has been noted that the first

tiers in heavily-woode- d
sections of the
country have generally been healthy,
despite their many privations.
The
reason for this is, says Hall's Journal of
Health, that trees and plants of all
kinds possess the power of absorbing
poisoned air from decaying vegetation,
besides which the emanations from
evergreens and the smoke from burn- ing resinous woods are noted for the relief they give to those suffering from
pulmonary diseases.
New, heavily-woodecountries, as
already noted, are the most healthy
for settlers, and they continue so for
many years, as only a small portion of
the forest can be cleared away each
year. After the forest is removed and
sunlight is admitted the soil fills rapidly with vegetable mold, which decomposes more rapidly than it can be
absorbed by the scant vegetation, and
as a result the atmosphere is rendered
impure and malaria becomes a common
d

I
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AMtKIGAN

WRITERS

LAuKIWu.

Complaint That Good Work In in Demand
While the Quality In l'oor.

There is an increasing demand for
pood American fiction. With all due
respect to the galaxy of bright writers
in Great Britain who have achieved
such prominence here during the last
few years, it is, nevertheless, a fact
that publishers are looking eagerly for
novels and novelettes dealing with
American people and scenes. Said one
of them to the Literary World the other day: "We have been publishing
English and Scotch stories simply because we could not procure American
fiction of corresponding worth. It is
needless to say that there is a far
greater demand for American novels
than for those written about characters and incidents European and British. Hut it looks as if we could not
succeed in our endeavor. We do not
want a novel, for instance, that is
dashed off, three or four chapters at a
time, by a woman after she has given
an afternoon tea before dressing for the
evening. But we want American
novels written by men and women
whose brains surge and swell while
they are at work. And 1 sec no hopeful outlook excepting in the newspa-

per offices. "

The publisher docs not understand
of newspaper work nowadays, or he might not be hopeful.
There are young men and young women
scattered through newspaper offices
here and there who are capable of developing into novelists; but they have
no chance, while on morning papers, at
least. The average reporter goes to
work at noon, and then until midnight,
or an hour later, he or she is hastening
from one point to another, oftentimes
unable to eat regularly or to secure
sufficient sleep. By the time the afternoon assignment is covered and the
"story" written the reporter lias a
chance to breathe sometimes; and then
when he reaches the office with his
Vnti for Condemned Cannon.
evening assignment covered, provided
Some time ago the Lebanon (Pa.) lie has but one, he sits down it ml writes
Bolt and Nut company received two when too often he is greatly fatigued;
car loads of cannon from the United At midnight, or one or two o'clock in
States. It was the purpose to break the morning, ho goes home. Is it reathem up and use the metal for mercan- sonable to expect a man or a woman
tile purposes. Since then the firm has after such a siege to write fiction? How
received inquiries from all over the can it be done? Leaving entirely aside
state from grand army posts, asking the fact that newspaper work, with its
the privilege of buying the guns for plain statement of events, precludes
decoration purposes. The demand the development of thought and litfrom this source created considerable erary style, the reporter's very existsurprise, and the firm has decided to ence, with its hurry and rush and exlet the grand army people have them hausting physical labor, makes it very
rather than melt up the metal.
doubtful if we can look to him as a
class from whom to expect fiction.
Startling Announcement.
With men and women on evening paAn English literary man who was on pers the case is dilfcrent.
They have
the verge of bringing out a book at the more leisure, in the evenings, at least;
Pitt press ordered his proofs to be sent but the fuct remaiiiH that as a usual
to him at a house where he was en- thing the brightest men and women
gaged to dine out, intending to look prefer morning papers, because they
them over in the half hour after din- pay so much more.
ner. The printer's boy, however, was
late in bringing them, and the gentleOf Valua 111 Murder ('anea.
men had already rejoined the ladies in
A spectroscope detector by which one
the drawing-room- ,
when the company part of blood in a solution of 850,000
was electrified by hearing the sonorous parts can be discovered bus been inventvoice of the butler announcing: "The ed by M.de Thierry. It will be of value
devil from the Pitt has come for Mr. in murder cases where the stains are
Jones!"
very minute.
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UNCLE SAM'S

NEW LAND.

Some That Has Been Gained in
an Extraordinary Manner.
An

Earthquake Develops a New liland
In the Bant lUrbara
of Ita lteceut
Group-l'ar-tlou-

!

lart

blaoovery.

Uncle Sam acquired some new territory in the Pacific a few weeks ago in a
novel manner. It was not acquired by
conquest, annexation or purchuse, but
was a gift from nature herself, who
pushed it up from the depths of the
Pacific ocean and 'gave it unasked.
New Jersey is gradually losing territory along the const, while in other regions new land is being added to the
area of the United States. Itut the
usual process is slow.
Once in awhile a new island is lifted
suddenly out of the sea by volcanic
action, and this, practically, is what
occurred off the coast of California,
when about thirty-fiv- e
thousand square
yards of rock was added to one of the
Santa Barbara islands with a suddenness that surprised the people living on
the island.
The Santa Barbara group of islands
lies about sixty miles off the coast of
California, in about the latitude of Los
Angeles.
The island of San Miguel, to
which the new island has been added,
is one of the smaller islands, and is
owned by Capt. V. G. Waters, who has
a big sheep ranch on it. The only people living on the island are Capt. Waters and his sheep herders and laborers.
Capt. Waters was on the island when
the earthquake, eruption, or whatever
it was, occurred. He took the information to the mainland, and the San
Francisco Examiner sent a correspondent to San Miguel to get all the facts
and some pictures of the new territory
of the United States.
On the night when the disturbance
occurred he was sitting in his house
reading. He felt the earth shiver, but,
as earthquakes are not uncommon
thereabouts, he took little notice of the
occurrence.
The next morning he started out
e
around the beach toward his
to look for his sloop, which wus
due from' the mainland.
When he
neared the harbor and the place where
his boathonse should have been he had
to stop and rub his eyes because of the
remarkable appearance of the surroundings.
The beach had disappeared, and
where a bay of placid water had been,
rose a huge mass of broken cliffs. He
climbed up on the high ground overlooking the bay, and there, on the
plateau, forty feet or more above the
waterlino and three hundred feet inland, were the boathouse and sheep
corral which the previous evening had
been right on the water's edge.
On reaching the boathouse he found
another surprise. The building stood
as firm as ever, but whereas it had
originally faced seaward it was now
turned almost completely around and
faced almost directly away from the
bay.
boat-hous-
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He walked out on the top of the newly formed cliffs toward the water, and
found the great mass of rock still trembling and swaying. There was a sound
of grinding and churning and every
now and then a chunk of rock would
settle a little. The mass was evidently still adjusting itself in its new position.
The buoy to which his sloop was
moored when in harbor was formerly
four hundred feet from the Bandy
beach. Now it was about one hundred
feet from the abrupt face of the new
cliffs
The new land thrust up from the sea
is a mass of rock one thousand feet
long by three hundred feet wide. Its
appearance and the deductions drawn
from soundings and other observations
seem to show that the mass was
wrenched from the basis of the island
and pushed upward and shoreward.
While the land has been elevated the
sea bottom has been .greatly depressed, and in some places where for
merly there was only six fathoms of
water no bottom could be found with
the lines available on the exploring
boat.
The new land presents a singular appearance. Long streamers of seaweed
hang from the face of the cliffs, and
shellfish of all. kinds are clustered
about it. The surface of the rocks is
covered with marine growths, including lobsters, mussels, crabs, large and
small nsli oí various species, weeds and
flowers, and all the odd things usually
hidden from the sight of man on the
ea bottom, or seen only in an aquarium.
While Capt. Waters had gained a considerable slice of real estate without
cost, there is a feeling on the island
that the curious caper of nature is
more comfortably interesting in scientific folk living at a distance than to
residents on San Miguel.

WASHBURNE'S
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ATALE
TWO
NATIONS.

f

A Tale of Two Nations
snould be read by everyone who has read Coin's

Financial School.
The book can be obtained
free by any subscriber to
Thk Eaglk who pays a
year's subscription in advance. It will open the
eyes of thousands who are
unacquainted with the particulars concerning the demonetization of silver.
Send in your subscription today.
SILVER'S CHAMPION.

PREDICAMENT.

THE

Had to Stand In Ilia Stocking Feet at a
French Court Dinner.

When Elihu Washburne was United
States minister to France there was a
court dinner given at the palace of the
Tuilleries one night by the emperor,
Napoleon III., says the Cincinnati
Times-StaIt was the custom at these
dinners when the empress arose to retire with the ladies for the gentlemen
tcrrise from their scats and step back,
so that the ladies should pass down the
line between them and the table. By
this all could avoid turning their backs
on the empress.
Mr. Washburne had
very tender feet. During the dinner
they had given him a great deal of annoyance, and to ease himself he had
slipped oil his patent leather pumps,
lie was absorbed in conversation at the
close of the dinner and was caught unawares when the empress made the signal for departure. Mr. Washburne was
obliged to step back without, his pumps.
There he stood in his stocking feet,
grave, dignified and
in
the row of grinning diplomats to his
right and left. He betrayed none of
the embarrassment he must have felt,
and was never heard to allude to the
incident.
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PHILOSOFHY FOR SiV.OiCERS.
A Man Known liy 111k clpira and
lie .Smokes Them.

As a test of character tobacco is useful. A man may be known by the
cigars he keeps as well as by the way
lie smokes them. No man of refined
t.iste will smoke a had cigar. The
philosophic smoker takes his comfort in
a leisurely way, amid proper surroundings, and is able to shut himself out
f:v:n the world and all its petty annoy-a- n
:üh as he follows the curling wreath
i
.iio the dreamland of reverie. The
Man who allows his cigar to go out a
.'jivat. rmr.iy times and relights it in
uncssive :;;t.ishis of fidgetiness may
v.uuUy bo s.-- t down as an incoherent
v:::i':i Her. quite prone to get off his
:lloy, so to speak, and certainly laek-i.in tuia.ilyof purpose. Tha man
.ho fumbles his cigar a good deal and
i:i!i:i'Ces to fjot the wrapper unraveled
d
..;id the (iiv nil on one side may be
as '..orvous person, with a pro- i :i'.y for uii.'oinfortableness,
says the
Uimore Sun. Men who chew their
.irs, leaving their teeth prints on
and do this for a long time before
lighting them, are quite likely to be
stern, determined men, full of grit and
resolution. Gen. Grant used to handle
a cigar in that way, and Bismarck is
said to do likewise.
As an index of generosity or meanness of soul, the cigar is quite trustworthy. The generous man, if lie
smokes at all, is sure to indulge himself
and his friends, when they call on him,
with a good cigar. The man who, with
abundant means to smoke the best, deliberately buys the worst cigars, and
pretends to enjoy them, is capable of
almost any conceivable meanness. Per
contra, the man who can find solace
and refreshment from a cigar of good
quality, or a pipe filled with choice tobacco, and who is always ready to open
his heart wide and let his tongue wag
the most merrily when he takes his
friend into the hospitalities of a mvtual
smoke talk, is pretty sure to be one
whose instincts and impulses are in the
main honest, genial and right.

gos-li.igo-

.ipers.
She again returned to the nest and
fot another, which was the last. After

.ateliing them for quite awhile I
oiinted my cayuse and rode on. When
Í came into plain view of the family the.
ld ones fluttered away and the young-iter- s
disappeared. There were seven
.ittle ones, as near as I could count. I
have watched the wood duck carry her
young from a tree, but this was the
only time I ever saw a iroose make the
transfer.
'
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Itlrri Carries Her Young In
Her lilll.
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HEALTH.

Weakly Persons Most Susceptible to
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The Mother
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steps toward the nest, and ív.u'.i-in- g
over into the nest took a youn
and sailed down to h.T .;. :.- .anions.
When she let the youn'f iler
.Mich the water it cut all kinds of

r;
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the Way
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The Sunday Sun

You know the weather affects your
health, but have you ever satisfied yourself as to how it does it? liy observ- is the greatest Sunday Newspaper
ing the barometer for a few months
in the world.
and comparing your feelings with its
readings yon will discover that they
fluctuate in harmony. Then, say:; lie Price 5c- a copy. By mail, $2 a year.
,
Commercial-Gazette1'ittsburgh
j'.isl a
Address Til 10 SUN. New York.
little plain thinking will make it olear.
When the barometer is low the atv:os-- i
phere is light and the air pressure on
:!ie body is considerably lessened.
When this pressure is removal tV
'ilood is forced to the surface :.nd distends the vessels. Weak or diseased
xirts are congested, sensitive nerves
iiibmitted to unusual pressure and a
:ense of fullness, a sort of stuliy feel-'ipervades the whole body. The
'lood does not flow freely on amount
s
f loss of nerve tone, the brain be
i'.aggish and mental acuteness is hundred. The barometer is not respon-.ibl- e
for all this, but it explains ho.v it
A happens.
Healthy, vigorous persons are not af-- I
feded by the changing pressure and
moisture of the atmosphere like those
who are diseased or nave weal: inols.
Tiny have sufficient vital energy I J resist the tendency to congestion of the
small blood vessels and of the r.u ;o;:s
membranes to throw off more moisture
than the atmosphere will absorb. It is
for this reason that children and young
people in good health do not
to
any extent from atmospheric changes.
1

i
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SCIATICA.

.w.-.e-

LAME BACK,

DEBILITY, Elc.

WHY BE SICK

on the Columbia to Spokane falls. It
was much nearer to go through the
mountains on a eayuso than around by
Davenport on the stage, says a writer
in Forest and Stream. I started quite

Calm Answer to the JmlRO,
Robert McLean, of Greensboro, N. C,
was once practicing before Judge
Tourgee, when he lost his tei.iper at
early one morning and was along up some ruling and used some petulant
the Spokane river when, as I came over expression. Instantly the ji'.d-j- j s:.i,'.:
a small rocky point, I noticed a very '".Mr. McLean, tho court does not underlarge bird soar down from a tree and stand you. Do you i.iee.n L i::"r. :::
carry something in its mouth. At first contempt for the court?" Itecovjri:i,'v
his temper, McLean, balancing himself!
I thought it was an eagle, but as soon
us I climbed d little higher I could see said with the greatest good humor:
it was an old gray goose, and that it hope your honor will not press that
had deposited its burden in the water, question."
where I could see several small ones
llegln Army I.lfo Early.
swimming around.
Military education is commenced at
I stopped, got oft from my cayuse
and watched tho performance. I had an i'árlier age in Turkey th:;n i.i
waited but a few moments when one of other civilized country.' Dcfore V.h
spirant for militar: ho:;r.:'s i ; twclv.
the geese rose out of the water and flew
straight to a Cottonwood tree, alighted years old ho has received a preliminary
irse of in.,: :w: ion.
on a limb near a big nest, then took a

'I

When a trifle will buy the frreotost heallnff
invent inn of the day? Mr. Niinden'M Fleeiria
llelf. Is a completo
linllery
treatment, and guaranteed, or lor
naonev
refunded. It will cure without medicine
tllieiiiiintlKni, I.uiiibaifO, Kvintieu. I.ame
!'.uek. Kidney and l.lver
Ñervo: IeMllfy, MenknesN,'iiii!iiiih.
rosnen,
IirnliiN and all effect
I enrl Iuiümc ret
p
exeesw. To weak men it is t: i
iiitii
(trentewt poNNihle boon, aa tho tuiid,
Ntiotliiiitr eleetriu current U niUVd

ldy

direct

I

the nerve cciitcra

mid improve-

ments are felt from the lirwt limir used.
A pocket edition of the eelobruted electromedical work,

"Three Classes of

to'

illustrated, is sent free, sealod, by mail upon
application. Every yonnu, iuiiUc-n(;e- l
or old man suffering the slit'lilesl weakness
thou hi read it. It will nho'.v an civ;y, hkv
md speedy wry to regain Mnu'th tin 4
Health when everything elya ,;, iuiSeu,

TtioSASSSDC
ELECTRICO.,
Ko. 1)80 Sixteenth M., Denver, Coi.
Also New York, filíenlo & London, Kn.
Largest

Electro-Medic-

Concern iu tho World!
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HIS GREAT SCHEME.

It Failed Became Ills

Friend Refuted to
the Tolnt.
"The elevated railroad has just had
to i pay twenty thousand dollars because one of its guards attacked a passenger and smashed him in the face,"
said Mr. Skeemer to Mr. Plotz, according to the New York World. "Now, I
have a scheme. You and me aren't doing anything just now, and we might
put it into practice."
"What is it?" demanded Plotz.
"I'll get a job as brakeman on the elevated, you get on my train and then
I'll attack you. As soon as I see you I
become uncontrollable, make a wild
dash for you, kick you in the stomach,
knock out your teeth, black your eye,
and then throw you out of the window. You sue the company, all the
passengers testifying that the assault
was entirely unprovoked, as it was,"
and the jury will award you anywhere
from twenty thousand to fifty thousand
dollars. We divide evenly, of course.
The bigger licking I give you the more
money we get."
"Yes," interrupted Plotz, "I get the
licking, and 'we' get the money. Suppose I be the brakeman
I used to
sweep out a railroad station, and I'll
take to the business easier than you.
Besides I'm a harder puncher than you.
After I get through with you the job
would be worth seventy-fiv- e
thousand
dollars at least. How about it?"
"No," replied Skeemer, "the idea is
mine, and if I can't assign the speak
ing parts I won't play. Oh, very well;
if you don't want to, simply don't. I'll
just hire a man for fifty dollars to let
me pound him, and then I'll get all the
profits for myself. I'm going right
down town now to see Col. Ilain and
get the job and you'll feel pretty sick
when you read in the papers about an
other elevated guard running amuck
and
a passenger. Won't
you wish you'd been him? I'll be a
rich man in a week." And he headed
for down town to get the iob.
Bee

AUGUST
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Omcial Directory.

lot with the little bana of abolitionists.
Up to this time he had looked forward
to holding public office, as well he
might, when many another journalist
was stepping from the newspaper desk
nto public life. When he became one
of the small band who denounced
slavery, he gave up all chance of office.
He also had literary ambition, but so
strong was the power of the slave
owners then, and so intolerent were
they, that most editors and publishers
were sorely intimidated, and declined
to print not only any attack on slavery,
but even the other writings of an author who was known as an abolitionist.
Thus Whittier, in identifying himself
with
the
movement,
thought that he was giving up his literary future also. He made his decision promptly, and he never regretted
it. Indeed, in later life he said to a
boy of fifteen to whom he was giving
counsel: "My lad, if thou wouldst win
success,' join yourself to some unpopular but noble cause."
anti-slaver- y
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FEDERAL.

Thomas it. Cutron,
Delegate to Congress
W. T. Thornton,
Governor
Lorlon Miller.
Secretary
Thomas Smith,
Chief Justice
1
N. C. Collier,
H. 11. Hamilton,
N. B. Lnughlln,
Associates
u. u. inuiu,
j
W. B. Walton, Clerk Third Judicial District
Charles F. Easley,
Surveyor General
Charles M. Shannon,
U. 8. Collector
J. K. Hcmmlngwuy,
U.S. District Attorney
Edward L. Mall,
U.S. urshal
11. W. Loomls,
Deputy U.S. Marshal
J. W. Fleming,
U. S. Coal Mine Inspector
.1. H Walker. Santa Ke Register Land Office
Pedro Delgado, Santa Ke ltec'v'r Land Office
John D. llryan, LnsCruces Keg'r Land Office
J. I'. Ascarate, Las Cruces, Kec'v'r L'd Office
Richard Young, ltoswell
Keg'r Land Office
W. O. Cosgrove. ltoswell,
Kec'v'r Land office
W. W. Boyle, Clayton,
Keg'r Land Office
H. C. Plckels, Clayton,
ltec'v'r Land Office

,

TERRITORIAL.

J. I. Victory.
Solicitor General
J. II. Crist. Santa Fc,
District attorney
K. L. Young. Las Cruces.
"
"
T. N. Wilkcrson, Alo'oue,
"
"
A. II. Hurl lee. Silver City,
11. M. Daugherty. Socorro,
"
"
"
"
A. A. Jones. Las Vegas,
"
"
John Franklin, Eddy,
Jose Segura.
Librarian
II. S. Clancy.
Clerk Supreme Court
THE BICYCLE CANNON.
E. II. Hergmann. Superintendent I'enilentiary
Adjutant General
Geo. W. kiiuclicl,
How the Guns May De Mounted In Future Samuel hldodt,
Treasurer
Garcia,
Marcelino
Auditor
Win.
Supt. of Schools
Amado Chavez,
With the many new devices of offense M.S. Hart,
Coal Oil Inspector

and defense which have recently made
their appearance eomes the bicycle-cannoThe gun mounted on a bicycle
was in a parade in New York city recently, and was seen by thousands of
people, says the National Tribune.
The vehicle was a twin cycle, in appearance much like a tricycle, and
known as a duplex. It is especially
light and strong. The cannon, a steel
rilled affair thirty-fou- r
inches in
length, eight inches at the butt and
four at the muzzle, and weighing about
fifty pounds, is swung between the two
rear wheeles, resting upon the connecting axle and is further supported
from above. An ingenious mechanism
permits of the piece of ordnance being
raised or deilcctcd to any angle.
The caisson containing the ammunition is carried on another duplex. Four
artillerymen equip the battery. They
are at once gun crew and motive power.
WHITTIER'S COURAGE.
Two men on the seats can propel the
lie Ilaiarded Life and Popularity In the machines with their heavy loads at n
Cause of Abolition.
faster gate than horses have ever
Before he was thirty he had made up shown in similar service. The work of
his mind that it was his dut y to do what wheeling the gun into position is the
he could for the relief of the unfortun- work of an instunt.
ate negroes who were held in bondage
Just Gone.
in the south. In 13I1Ü he wrote a pamTo most German visitors to Rome
phlet called "Justice and Expediency,"
in which he considered the whole ques- Goethe is a sort of diety, and after his
tion of slavery, and declared that it death every trace of his stay there,
should cease forever. Three years however unimportant, was unearthed
later, writes Prof. Brander Matthews and visited as if it had been a sacred
One of these shrines is a
in St. Nicholas, he became secretary of shrine.
society. In ltwa he humble inn, where the great poet used
the
went to Philadelphia to edit the Penn- to take a glass of wine in the evening.
sylvania Freeman; and so boldly did he Mr. Rudolf Lehmann relates that an
advocate the right of the negro to own enthusiastic young Teuton, engaged in
himself that the printing office was this pilgrimage, asked the waiter in his
sacked by a mob and burned. Then, broken Italian whether this was really
as more than once afterward for the the spot that Uoetlie used to visit.
same cause, Whittier was in danger of "Goti, Goti, no loconoseo, I never heard
of him," said the waiter. Then, seeing
his life.
Whittier showed physical courage in suddenly that he was disappointing a
"Oh yes, of
facing the ruffians who wished to pre- customer, he added;
vent free speech; but he had ri. voided course, Goti he has just this moment
the higher moral courage hi c:u;'.i:::f id.. gone,"

COUKT OK PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS.
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Joseph It. lteed. of Iowa. Chief Justice.
Associate Justices Wilbur F.Stone, of Colorado; Thomas C. Fuller of North ('anilina;
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Nil v. City I'ost 0!'!i e.
Office open dally except Sunday from 8 n.m
to Í p. m.
0hmi Sundays from !Mo U:KI a. m.. and one
hour after arrival of railway mall.
Money order department open dally except
Sundays from .hii. in. to tip. m.
MallVloses for Fort Bayard. Central. Han-

over. Georgetown and all railroad points
ly

at 11:25

it. m.

dal-

closes for Mogollón and all Intermediate points at 8 n. m Mondays. Wednesdays
and Fridavs.
Mall closes for I'lnos Altos dally except
Sundays at 4:15 p. in.
Mall arrives from the east, west and south
daily at 4 p. m.
Mail arrives from Mogi Ion and Intermedi
ate points at 7 a. ni., Wednesdays. Fridays
and Sundays.
Mall arrives from I'lnos Altos daily except
Sundays 'it 11:110 a. in.
L. A. Skki.i.v. Postmaster
.Mail
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CARDS.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

Will practice In nil tho courts of tho territory. Office corner Texus anil
SprliiR streets.
SILVER PITY
NEW MEXICO.

I AMES 8. FIELDER.

J

...

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

Office In Broadway Hotel.

SILVER CITY

HL.

I'ICKETT.

n.

m.

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

SILVER CITY,

N. M

II. HARLLEE.

A

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
District Attorney for Counties of Grunt and
Sierra.
SILVER CITY
N. m.

'

JOHN M. OINN,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

Will practice In all tlie Courts of tho
.
SILVER CITY. Tirr!tHry-,f
W.M.

p

T. PHILLIPS,

y

Office

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
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SILVER CITY
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,l,lüy:8rL'S,íU!,U;ü--

.

n.m

GILRERT,
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Office In Itroadwnv hloeW.

LVER CITY,

N.K.

SECRET SOCIETIES.

A. M.
1U Silver City Chapter.

No.

2.

at

Masonic

Hall. Reifiilar convocations on Id Wednesday evunhiK of each month. All companions
Invited to attend.
E. OosuiiovK, II.
1'Kititv H. Lady, Sec'y.
F.
A. M.
S,'!v,!r Vity I'lKe, No. 8. Meets at Masonic Hall, over Silver City Nafl Hank,
the
1
hursduy evcnlnu on or before tho full moon
each month. All visiting hrothers Invited to
A

attend.
Pehiiy
e. s.

B.

Lady, Sec'y.

c. Bennett.

W. M.

n

I O. O. F.

1. Isaac Tiffany Lodjjo. No. la meets at Odd
bellows Hull If mil i,.,ii.n..
...,.)
eiiinuH. Moinlersof tho orííor cordially In- -'
vl tod U) attend.
F. 1'. Jones, N. O.
Ani.KH

u.

jiKi.i Dec y.

O. O. F.

T
T?..i
Helen I jultn. N
ir..i. r, ....
Meetings second and fourth Í ri lay
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'"'I "f ' S. TIMany'L.UKc
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Vi': !l "'V".11'',,"1

i.
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Month, nt Odd Fellow's Hall. Vlsltln Knights
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Siieiiidan, K. R li S.

At

uu

A

O. V. W.
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month,
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E.
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?:4u p. m.
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V.Silver City Chapter No. 3, 0. E. S. Meets
every st and 3d Tuesday In each month
at
Masonic Mall. Mus. E. C. T. Wakkkn. W. m.
mus. Neixy B. Lady, Sec'y.
I O.O.F.
I. Jas L. Rhlffoly Encampment No. I. meets
the Al and 4lh WVdios I i.ys of each month.
VIsltliiK patriarchs cordially Invited.
A. E. Atkins, C. I.
J. J. Iveixy. Berlin!.
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business. I'll aarait mat 1 don't need
hair. What then? I'm fighting for
the
How He Could Tell Whether It Was
principle, too. Gimme my hair."
Hoy or a Girl.
They shook their fists in each other's
When John L. Sullivan was in Washfaces.
It took a policeman to separate
ington about a year ago he amused a
them.
to
be
crowd of listeners who happened
Such are the ills of life. For these
of a variety intellectually superior to
do men wildly battle.
trifles
the average crowd of hangers-o- n who
worship tho great man's memory for
DWELLING BUILT OF TUBES.
what he was, with an exhibition of attainments in which, according to John'B Remarkable Structure Put Cp by a Ger.
idea, brain instead of brawn and fistic
man Inventor Hi Advuntagei.
prowess playa tho better part. He told
A German inventor has built a house
the age of uny man in the crowd who of hollow tubes, whose advantages are,
was learned enough to add, substract he says, a constant temperature and inand divide a series of compound figures, cidentally strength, durability, comwhich John furnished, and nine times fort and beauty, says the New York
out of ten hit the mark.
Sun. He first put up a frame of water
Rut one featv.'hijh.he performed, and tubing, allowing continuous circulain which he believed with the fervor of tion to a stream of water. Around this
an idolator, says the Washington Post, frame he put up his house in the orgot3 into the marvelous. It involved dinary way. The peculiarity is that all
the tellinj whether the firstborn of a floors and ceilings are crossed and
given couplo was a boy or a girl.
Tho
by the water pipes. The water,
way that this feat was accomplished having passed through horizontal tubes
was a profound secret with the pugilist, under the floor and ceilings, passes
but in a burst of confidence he disclosed through the vertical tubes until all
the method to the writer.
have been gone through. In summer,
To solve the problem the only neces- fresh cool water circulates under
sary data are the full maiden name of pressure through the network of tubes,
the mother and the full name of the cools off the walls, and, after having
father.
According to Mr. Sullivan's run its course, flows considerably
formula, if, after counting the letters warmer than when it entered. In its
in both names, the sum is an even one, eourse it has absorbed much heat,
the firstborn is a boy, if odd the issue which it carries away. During the
of the union is a girl. For example, all long and severe winter the water enthe letters in Mary Jane Brown and tering through the basement is first
Iliram Smith form a total of twenty-threheated to nearly one hundred degrees
an odd number.
Result, a girl. and then forced through the tubing.
If this formula is reliable it will serve Of course much of the heat is left all
forecasting purposes as well as the over the house, and at the outlet the
establishment of post-factresults; but temperature of the water is about
no editorial guaranty goes with the preforty degrees. The speed of the cirscription.
culation of water can be regulated so
as to allow the fixing of a certain temFOUGHT FOR THE HAIR.
perature, which is equal throughout the
A Barber and Ills Customer Stand Up
building.
very Clever Ulrl.
for Individual Bights. '
"Now you have cut my hair," said
A young woman with a pretty little
the shorn countryman to the barber, voice, but with no great possibilities in
"kindly collect the hair from the floor, her singing, has luid out a course for
wrap it up in a paper and hand it to herself which is so decidedly shrewd
me."
that it may well be worth noting. She
"I shall do no such thing," the bar- devotes herself entirely to Scotch
ber replied, firmly. "That hair belongs songs, most of them the old ones of
io me. I cut it off, didn't I? That Burns or Scott. Now, every listener,
makes it mine."
eccept the severest musical critic whom
The customer got excited, says the she could not hope to sathfy in any
New York World.
case, is sentimental and likes to have
"Don't you know," he exclaimed hotthat sentiment catered to by means of
ly, "that under the common law of the the ear. Tho singer has taste and wit
land anything that grows upon my enough to eschew "Annie Laurie" and
head is as much mine as are the con- "Comin' Thro' the Rye," save "by retents of the head? In every copyright quest," when her compliance gives an
case it has been settled that the prodadded charm of kindliness. She hunts
uct of a man's brain is his. Don't you up sweet old tunes and pathetic words
know that?"
and after the most brilliant performNow was the barber's turn to get ance of her rivals she seats herself at
mad.
the piano, and, like tho heroine in the
"If hair is the product of your brain," lackadaisical novel, she charms her
he shouted, "I guess it's about all it audience by "running her fingers over
does produce. What do you want the the keys" and singing softly, "some
blamed hair for? I don't need it my- dear old song" or other. Ah, that is a
self, but I'm fighting for a principle, very clever girl!
and I'd spend my last cent to do you
Crest and Crusade.
out of that hair."
It was during the crusades that crests
"None of your business what I want
it for," howled the countryman. "Per- were introduced in England. Richard
imt that is,
haps I need it to stuff pillows with, and I. adopted three lions
passing or going by, which are still
perhaps I am a wholesale manufacroyal shield of
turer of wigs. That's none of your emblazoned on
England.
SULLIVAN'S
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